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Independence!
Seymour Sun-Moon Dance
July 20-23, 2007
Have you heard the prophecies?
2012; global warming; Armageddon.
It seems that we are surrounded with
the energy of Change.
There are too many people on the
planet, there is not enough oil.
Fear is marketed to us by the news
media, and by the political machine
that runs the government.
It is the purpose of the Sun Moon
Dance to move beyond our own fear,
through our own discomfort even pain to pave the way for the
People to live beyond the grip of fear.
The dance is for the dancer! We have all uttered that
statement from time to time and probably believe it.
Consider: the Dance is not for the Dancer.
The Dance is for the People!
The Dancers comes to give of themselves - to sacrifice, not
suffer. In fact one of the things we are sacrificing is the
suffering. We all know that from time to time we like to suffer
publicly so we can be seen in the light of the martyr. The Dance
asks us to sacrifice that self centering mindset.
Sacrifice is to give up something of value for somebody or
something considered to be of more value. An offering to honor
God. Dancers sacrifice their comfort, their time, and their
money to honor Great Spirit and to benefit the People through
prayers for peace, healing and harmony.
The Dance is for the dancing! It is the pure celebration of
life, of Spirit and of community.
The Dance is for God! It is our deepest form of communion
with the higher vibration of Breath, Matter and Movement.
If the Dancer “gets” anything by dancing it is a wonderful
addition to the Dance. It is not the point of the Dance. We are
dancing for the world, not ourselves. We are dancing for the
People, not the person.
(Continued on page 3)

The Kellogg Grant
at Work!
Revamped Website
If you have in recent weeks been a visitor to our website
(www.centerforpeace.us) you have undoubtedly noticed that it
has slipped out of date.
Website maintenance is a time consuming job that requires
weekly dedication of time. These past several months, the webmaster has been busy creating a new business and has not kept
the site in the condition that is needed to be our best line of communication to the internet community.
Good news!
With the advent of the Kellogg grant monies have been made
available to have a professional redesign and maintain the website.
Watch for the changes!
~~~~~~~~~~~~

Paved Driveway
The driveway from Graves-Delozier road down to the
meadow has been fixed! Yes that bumpy rough road that you
were always afraid was going to drag off your muffler has been
covered with an asphalt blacktop that rivals many of the roads in
town. You will be amazed.
~~~~~~~~~~~~

Other improvements (not part of grant)
See Page 4
“Cool TimeSummer at the Center
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Events

Arbor Rebuild Project
Our beautiful arbor has served the dancers
of the Sun Moon Dance, the Hollow Bone
Dance, the For the One Dance, the
Children’s Dance, the Short Dance
Initiation, private dances, and even the
Drum Dance in years past.

July
Join us as we prepare for the upcoming dances and ceremonies.
Work days will be planned for
July 7th and July 14th.

Seymour Sun Moon Dance

July 20-23

For more information see
www.centerforpeace.us

It needs our attention now.
A fund raising project has been begun to
rebuild the arbor, and reseed the grass in the dance grounds.
You are essential to the dancers. The estimated cost of replacement for the
Arbor Shelter is $15,000. We currently have $5,000 in pledges and contributions
for the Arbor Shelter. We need you to express your commitment to the spiritual
growth of the dancers and all those who support the dances.
Your generous gift will bring opportunities for spiritual growth to many
dancers in the future. You will have the satisfaction knowing you have a vital role
bringing the vision and mission of The Center for Peace to reality for the dancers.
Donations can be mailed to The Center for Peace, 880 Graves Delozier Rd,
Seymour, TN 37865. Mark you check as a donation for the Arbor Fund

Internet Musings
Our own Reverend Rose (Cheryl
Patterson) has a blog spot on the
internet! “All Things Spiritual” can be
found at:
www.CRosenotes.blogspot.com
Do you ever wonder exactly what the moon phase is
today?
Visit us online!
www.centerforpeace.us
And see for yourself!

The Center for Peace is an international community focused
on ancient wisdom traditions applied in the modern world.
We are located on sixteen acres
in Seymour, TN, in the foothills
of the Smoky Mountains. Our
facilities include a Peace Sound
Chamber (a building used for
chanting, ceremonies, and vision
quests), a sweat lodge, a medicine wheel, dance arbor, open
meadow, some peaceful woods
and a gift shop.

Work is Worship
Join us as we prepare the grounds for the upcoming
dances.
Seymour Sun Moon Dance - work date July 14
The Seymour Sun Moon Dance is to be held on July
20-23, 2007. This dance generally attracts people from around
the region and even internationally. There is a lot of preparation that goes into this
event. Help is needed not only for preparing the grounds, fire wood, sweat lodge
and arbor, but we also need help in the kitchen and helpers for the dance (dog soldiers).
If you are led to dance this year, contact Steve Citty or register online.
If you don’t hear the call to dance, please help if you can.
Contact Steve Citty for more information 865-212-4800, or email
steve@centerforpeace.us
Directions:
From SEVIERVILLE
Go toward Knoxville on Chapman
Highway [US441/US411].
7.0 miles from the Junction of Hwy
66 Turn Left onto Sugar Loaf
Road.

Directions:
From KNOXVILLE
Go toward Sevierville on Chapman Highway
[US441].
From the Henley Street Bridge go 11.3 miles
to the junction of US 411 (Maryville
Highway)
Continue on US 441/US 411 4.8 miles

Go 1.6 miles to Graves-Delozier Road.

Turn Right onto Sugar Loaf Road.

Right up Hill, stay to the Right,
CENTER FOR PEACE on Right at top
of hill.

Go 1.6 miles to Graves-Delozier Road.
Right up Hill, stay to the Right,
CENTER FOR PEACE on Right at top of hill.
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Sun Moon Dance
continued
50 YEARS!
On August 22, 2007,
Jeanne and Perry Robinson
Will have been married for 50 years.
You are invited to a celebration
of their 50th Wedding Anniversary
On September 1, 2007, 3 pm
At the Center for Peace
We invite all our family, friends and
acquaintances to join us in this celebration. We
shall mark the occasion with a GiveAway. Following the Give-Away there will be a
Feast. If you would like to contribute to the GiveAway or the Feast, please contact Heather Robinson
at the Center [865 428-3070].

Dancers who are truly gifted by the Dance are those who
come with no personal agenda, but rather with a willingness to
serve the higher good of the People. Those who come to pray
for peace, healing and harmony.
When we dance, we are the truth of breath, matter and
movement. By dancing and fasting for the time of the dance,
we heighten our awareness and allow ourselves to remake our
personal world even as we call the vibration of peace to the
land upon which we dance.
Dancing on sacred land, land that has been used for
ceremony for untold years, we place ourselves in a vortex of
Spirit energy. This vortex calls us higher up in vibration as we
follow the steps of those that have danced on this land before
our time. Our footsteps on the land change it forever.
Many Dancers will find a new vision for their life in the
dance. Many will find that their life is profoundly changed by
the ceremony, by reaching new levels of intuition and spiritual
energy. The dance will challenge your endurance; mentally,
emotionally, physically and spiritually. It will stretch your
limitations and bring growth.
~Steve Citty

The Closet

A Celebration!
Linda and Terry Gardner invite you to celebrate their union
in the Dance Arbor of the Center for Peace on September 15,
2007 at 11:00 A.M. A joining ceremony, feast, and give-away
will bring our friends, family, and Center for Peace family
together for this fun time. Please bring a dish to pass and
something for the give-away. The ceremony will occur in the
Peace/Sound Chamber in the event of rain. Please call (865) 2280049 if you need more information.

Did You Know?
You can now make donations to the Center for Peace from our
website via PayPal.
Go to www.centerforpeace.us
and simply click on

And securely use your checking or savings account or any credit card
from your own home.

Thank you for your support!

For some the past is just mistakes,
for others it is mere keepsakes.
A closet full of new and old,
a browsing place for truths untold.
Around this closet lies a fear,
which causes us to hold things dear.
Even those that cause us pain,
get tucked away with nothing gained.
To rid ourselves of these things,
could cause an empty space you see.
A place where nothing does reside,
no hurtful things that we can hide.
With little faith we cannot know,
that in this place new love can grow.
That in this vast and empty space,
fine memories can take their place.
The lessons learned from these events,
can fill our hearts and help them mend.
But . . . good things will not arrive,
where the bad ones stay and thrive.
To me this means it's time to clear,
the hateful things we hold so dear.
To tidy up . . . to clear our past,
let go of those that did not last.
When there is room . . . love will find,
a brand new space within your mind.
So clean your closet out you see!
Let out the past
and set it free!
~Shannon Ray~
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Book Review
THE SECRET
vs.
THE BOOK OF COURAGE
A Comparison of Two Books by CRose
Like so many people I saw the DVD
THE SECRET by Rhonda Byrne several
months ago. I found it interesting, but
something was lacking for me. I thought
maybe I just didn’t “get it”. I do believe
we create our own reality to a certain degree and I have been recently working on
my thoughts about how things happen and
trying to be more positive in my thinking.
So THE SECRET should be right down
my alley, so to speak. I even bought the
book so that I could read the author quotes
and consider them more slowly than the
DVD format allows. But something still
bothered me. Then, I picked up a copy of
this month’s SPIRITUALITY AND
HEALTH magazine and Rabbi Rami
Shapiro wrote his column “Roadside Assistance for the Spiritual Seeker” about
THE SECRET and captured what I was
uneasy about.
Rabbi Shapiro quizzed some of the
students at the university where he teaches
about what they would order from the Universe if they believed that the Universe
responded to their thoughts. The results
were unnerving. More people responded
that they wanted “ a million dollars, a perfect body, a SUV” than “world peace, a
cure for cancer, or end to injustice”. He
concluded that THE SECRET teaches
“pure baby boomer narcissism: the universe as your personal concierge.” And
continues: “You are not what you think,
you are what you do. Thinking about love
without acting loving is useless. Visualizing world peace without ending the violence in your life and the life of your community is vapid. Asking the universe to
end world hunger without personally feeding anyone is obscene.”
And so having identified my unease
with THE SECRET, I kept it a secret, lest I
spoil the enjoyment of others who were
filling out their checks of abundance from
the Universe and expecting great rewards.
Until this week, when I picked up a book
from the local library that is formatted
very much like THE SECRET, but has an

entirely different focus. It is THE BOOK
OF COURAGE by Hans Wilhelm. On the
cover page, the quote from Stephane Janson
“To me courage is a statement of one’s character, it requires a self-penetrating belief that
I can make things work and that nothing is
impossible. The bravest of us have no limits, at it’s core: my courage is the desire to
outdo myself.” In the introduction, Wilhelm
asks why we don’t have faith in our inner
powers and contrasts our ego beliefs with the
understanding of our Higher Self. The ego
believes four illusions. “1. The world we are
living in is real. 2. I am all alone. 3. The
world is full of victims and villains. 4. There
are shortcuts back to Heaven.” I really resonated with #4, and that, my friends, is what I
believe THE SECRET is really saying, that I
can, without action, think my way to a
heaven that will contain everything I want
and nothing that I don’t.
THE BOOK OF COURAGE addresses
many topics having to do with facing difficult situations and suffering in our lives with
the author’s own thoughts as well as quotes
from famous sources. In the concluding
chapter, he writes “It is my conviction that
many of us are here on Earth at precisely this
moment because our talents and services are
needed in these difficult times. ”
And that in the end is what appeals to me
more than receiving for myself.
~CRose

The Center for Peace is a non-profit religious corporation
in the State of Tennessee. Donations to the Center for
Peace can be claimed as deductions from income for
income tax purposes.
Active Council Members of the Center for Peace:

Candy Barbee

Knoxville

865-933-3925

Steve Citty

Knoxville

865-212-4800

Margarita DiVita

Jefferson
City

865-475-3799

Al Fletcher

Norris

865-494-9950

Katy Koontz

Knoxville

865-693-9845

Dennis Ogle

Seymour

865-577-5848

Cheryl Patterson

Seymour

865-453-3869

Shannon Ray

Knoxville

865 654-7933

Jeanne Robinson

Seymour

865-428-3070

Perry Robinson

Seymour

865-428-3070

Marcus Weseman Clinton

865-463-1002

Cool Time - Summer
at the Center
By Perry Robinson

A couple weeks ago we noticed a
damp spot in the carpet at the bottom of
the stairs – again. It happened last year a
little bit, but we never found the source.
Well, we found it. The air conditioner for the house is what they call a
split unit, with a compressor outside and
an air handler inside. There is always
condensation around the coils in the air
handler, which is NORMALLY drained
off into the sewer system of the house.
However, the system being as old as
the house [about 30 years], the drain system had rusted completely out and the
water was draining on the floor.
By the time we figured out where it
was coming from, the carpet in the new
kitchen area was soaked.
SO, we needed a complete air condition system. It was arranged to finance
the new system through Sevier County
Electric [associated with TVA] for a ten
year period, with payments added to our
electric bill each month.
This is the first time we have borrowed money for the Center for Peace in
this way, and we were a little “edgy”
about doing so. However, others who
have done this have found that the efficient new systems sometimes pay for
themselves in saving on electricity.
In the process, we discovered a small
leak in our water heater [13 or 14 years
old], located in the same general area.
We may need to do the same thing with
it.
One of the blessings in all of this is
that our plan to use some of the grant
money to place laminated flooring in the
downstairs kitchen had not yet been exercised. It would have been ruined by
the water.
We have already received one donation toward this repair. Thank You!
If you would like to be included in our
email list, go to our website
www.centerforpeace.us
And click on “email list”.
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Perry’s Ponderings
Beyond “Relationships”

By Perry Robinson

Maybe it is time for us to move on in our thinking beyond
the belief that all of our spiritual stuff is about relationships.
Maybe it would serve us better to think of our work as being
about restoring the wholeness of the singular human experience.
There is one person here. “Relationship” assumes more
than one and calls our attention to what is working or not working between us. Certainly there is nothing wrong with that process; it certainly looks if it could use some attention, doesn’t it?
However, what if our attention to relationships serves to anchor
“the space between” – the separation?
We are barreling down on 2012. All of the signs and most
of the ancient predictions about this period of time point toward a
great opportunity for humankind to create a shift in consciousness – the end of one era, the beginning of another.
Like adolescents poised between childhood and adulthood,
we vacillate back and forth. In the past we had the time and the
freedom to do that. Now things seem to be a lot more pressing.
At the Center for Peace we have talked a lot about
“oneness”. [Did you know that our original corporate name was
the “Society of One”? The Center for Peace in Tennessee started
as a project of the Society of One, a Georgia corporation.] The
For The One Dance was born in a vision here. For most of us,
when we first heard someone say of humankind, “There is only
one person here in this world”, our hearts recognized the words to
be true.
I believe this is the paradigm for the new age that we are
creating. More and more people are embracing oneness as an
idea. Yet with adolescent ambivalence we slip back into the old
paradigm in which there are 6 billion separate human beings. As
if we could hate or hurt “someone else” and yet somehow remain
unscathed “ourselves”. As if one nation could still make war
against “another” and use such terms as “peace-keeping forces”.
As if one group could still exploit another and ignore the results
of that exploitation.
There is one person here!
When I cut you, I bleed.
When I hurt you, I suffer.
When I judge you, I condemn myself.
Before I even raised my voice against you, I had already
accused myself.
When I kill you, I die.
2000 years after the age of the messiah, we are entering the
age of messiahs! Jesus did not come to model his “messiah suit”
for us to admire; rather he brought the pattern for the messiah
suit, which we shall all wear.
It is skin tight. Nothing of our old former clothing will fit
under it. Not even the most intimate “underwear” of the old way
can fit beneath it. Only that which we are and always have been,
since the beginning of life, can fit beneath the messiah suit. And

the universe – everything we touch, feel, see, hear, taste, smell, or
sense in any way – will recognize us, accept us, and feel our healing grace! “If these were silent, the stones would cry out!” Indeed!
On the chicken farms, where 3000 or more chickens may be
housed in one building, those who care for the chickens must be
very careful of sudden noises or motions. If you drive up to a
chicken house and toot the horn of your car, you can literally cost
the chicken farmer several days’ worth of eggs! The farmers
must carefully wear the same kinds of clothing every time they
enter the chicken house, lest the chickens panic! A sudden movement, a shout, a flailing of arms in a chicken house can literally
kill chickens! Playing soothing music helps, especially some of
the classics – Beethoven and Mozart.
We are not chickens. But we are still susceptible to the waving of hands and yelling of those who would take away our humanity. Starting with the still unsolved and uninvestigated incident on September 11, 2001, step by step the “powers that be”
have shouted and waved their hands to frighten the citizens of our
country. While we “chickens” squawk and flutter, another law or
directive is passed, further limiting our constitutionally guaranteed freedoms.
But let us bring it closer to home. Last year in a dance, when
something unusual happened, we responded more like chickens
than messiahs. The old paradigms -- “I did”, “You Did”, “He
did”, “She did” – or “didn’t -- are meaningless to messiahs. Getting angry and holding on to it, judging, not talking to our
friends . . . these are old paradigm.
“I am sorry.” “I love you.” “I will hold you in my heart of
love, until oneness is healed.” . . . these are more like it!
Many of us have spent many years in this lifetime,
“correcting our thinking”. I think we deserve a pat on the back
for the progress we have made, seeing how far we have come and,
especially, remembering how many thousands of years we humans have spent “perfecting” the old paradigm on planet earth.
Unfortunately, however, there is little time for the back pats now.
A new age is dawning in our midst, which is beyond “correct
thinking” or even “correct acting”. In this new time we shall either be in oneness or we shall be a part of that old fabric!
Still further, worrying and fretting overly much about our
past mistakes is old paradigm!
The new paradigm is to be willing and able to stand even
amidst the rubble of all our human brokenness with blessing and
forgiveness, ready to participate in building the new heaven and
earth, which we have been promised forever!
How do I know about this being a promise? I am a human
being; and I am just like you. I like honey better than vinegar, sex
better than war, hugs better than punches, music better than the
noise of jack hammers, rainbows better than smog, pats better
than pinches, gardens better than land mines; and I dearly love the
sounds a happy child makes.
The truth is in our genes; in the very cells of our bodies we
have the pattern of the new age that is dawning!
Can’t you just feel it?!
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Core Activities
Sweat Lodges
— See calendar for dates of Thursday
and Saturday sweat lodges.
A sweat lodge, or a stone people’s
lodge, can be an intensely rewarding
experience. By entering the mother’s
womb (the lodge) we seek purification
and a deeper spiritual awareness through
prayer. The steam, heat, and darkness
help hold our prayers and add to our
personal introspection. The pourer (leader
of the lodge), with help from the fire
tender, strives to hold a place of safety
and security while setting the intent of the
lodge. The medicine of the pourer and of
each participant helps to enrich the
lessons of the lodge.
Times for Saturday sweats reflect
the approximate time the fire will be
started. Times for Thursday sweats reflect the approximate earliest time participants will enter the lodge. We suggest
participants arrive early to gain the full
benefit.
Bring two towels, modest clothes for
the sweat (clothes you don’t mind getting
dirty), change of clothes (for afterwards),
food (for the feast), and a flashlight (for
evening sweats). Gifting the Center, the
lodge, the fire tender, and/or the leader is
appropriate but not required.
NO CHARGE—donations appreciated
For more information, call the Center
(865) 428-3070

An Evening of
Personal Growth
—Wednesday Nights from 7-8:30 pm;
Greetings fellow seekers! The Center for Peace hosts meetings aimed at furthering our spiritual growth.

Call for information.

Native Nurturing

Chanting in the Chamber

—We will return in September!
Native Nurturing is a gathering
focusing on making available to
our children the teachings of the
Old Way. The children learn
about ceremony, drumming, the
four directions, and chanting.
The monthly workshop is taught
by our community teachers who
share their lessons with the
children.

The Peace Sound Chamber is
available for chanting, vision quests,
ceremonies of all types.

Twice each year we host a
young people’s sweat lodge, and
in May we hold the Young
People’s Dance for children and
their sponsors. We base these
lessons on the teachings of
Joseph Rael, Beautiful Painted
Arrow, a native visionary.
Native Nurturing allows us to be a part of
the giving to and the receiving from our
children, helping keep us connected to
the universal truths of God’s plan providing growth for everyone.

You are encouraged to come to the
chamber and chant, drum, meditate
or simply sit (the chamber Spirits
love it); please check first that there is
not something already scheduled.

Fire Ceremony
— 7th of each month, 7 pm

NO CHARGE—donations appreciated
For more information, call Nan Citty
(865) 405-6809

Council Meeting
—See calendar
This is the gathering of the board of
directors to discuss new ideas, future
projects, and events. Feel free to come
with suggestions and comments.
July 8– visitors welcome
August 5– visitors welcome
NO CHARGE
For more information, call the Center at
(865) 428-3070.

This ceremony came from a vision
Joseph Rael had in 1984. Its purpose is to
heal and purify both the
planet’s physical oceans and
the oceans of cosmic thought.
Through healing our own confusion, Joseph was told by
Oceanus (creator spirit of the
ocean), we can heal the confusion of the
physical world.
At 7 pm local time, fire elders light
ceremonial fires at each of the Peace
Sound Chambers around the world. Those
present watch the fire in silence until it
burns out, giving to it what we want to
transmute in our lives and staying open to
the messages and teachings it brings. All
are welcome. We suggest you arrive
around 6:45 pm.
NO CHARGE—donations appreciated

Work is Worship

NO CHARGE—donations appreciated

There is always plenty to do.
Lunch provided.

For more information call the Center at
(865) 428-3070 .

Steve Citty (865) 212-4800
or Perry Robinson (865) 428-3070

For more information, call Katy Koontz at
(865) 693-9845.

More information is available for
each month at our website:

www.centerforpeace.us
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For updates –see the CENTER FOR PEACE Calendar on the web at: http://www.centerforpeace.us

July/August 2007
Sun
1

Mon
2

Tue
3

5pm — Alliance for
Spiritual Ecology
Ceremony

8

Wed
4

Thu
5

Fri
6

7 pm — Evening of
Personal Growth —
Call for information

Sat
7

6:45 pm — Fire Ceremony, with Katy
Koontz

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

Sun-Moon
Dance

Sun-Moon
Dance

27

28

2

3

4

9

10

11

16

17

18

4 pm — Center Council Monthly Meeting

15

7 pm — Evening of
Personal Growth —
Call for information

22

23

Sun-Moon
Dance

Sun-Moon
Dance

29

30

24

31

Aug. 1
7 pm — Evening of
Personal Growth —
Call for information

6

7

8

6:45 pm — Fire Ceremony, with Katy
Koontz

4 pm — Center Council Monthly Meeting

12

26

6:30 pm — Sweat
Lodge-led by Steve Citty

5pm — Alliance for
Spiritual Ecology

5

25

13

14

6:30 pm — Sweat
Lodge-led by Steve Citty

15
7 pm — Evening of
Personal Growth —
Call for information

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26 5pm — Alliance
for Spiritual Ecology
Ceremony

27

28

29

30

31

Sep 1
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Coming Soon:
July

Book Review

Seymour Sun Moon Dance

THE SECRET
vs.
THE BOOK OF COURAGE

July 20 - 23
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September
Men’s Hollow Bone
Sun Moon Dance
September 7-10

Did you know that you can register online
for most activities at
The Center for Peace?
Printable map and directions also available.
Visit: www.centerforpeace.us

Peace Talk
CENTER FOR PEACE, INC
880 Graves-Delozier Road
Seymour, TN 37865-7012
(865) 428-3070

Address Service Requested

CENTER FOR PEACE ON-LINE
E-mail: perry@centerforpeace.us
Web site: http://www.centerforpeace.us
Fax: (865) 429-0842

Drum Dance
September 28-30

We offer many opportunities, such as:
• Visionary dances
• Sweat lodges
• Fire ceremonies
• Chanting/drumming gatherings
• Young people’s ceremonies and activities
• Core shamanism
• Huna shamanism
• Vision quests
• Firewalks
• Teachings on drumming and working
with fire
• Workshops on various topics like
numerology, fire walking, Druidic
traditions, sound healing and chanting, shamanic studies, and many
more
• Book groups
• Ceremonies of initiation
• Supporting ceremonies in the local,
regional, and international communities
• A safe, family-like environment to
grow in
For more information, call
865-428-3070.
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